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Abstract—Edge intelligence focuses on pushing the data processing of resource-intensive AI-based applications to the Edge
of the network. Indeed, Edge computing enables machine and
deep learning models to be trained and provisioned in proximity
of users without minimal or none cloud support. This enables
the creation of a new type of end applications with low energy
footprint and better decision making capabilities. For instance,
applications for autonomous driving, health monitoring, and
augmented reality, among others. Unfortunately, the lack of dense
and potent computing infrastructure on the Edge is a critical
limitation that prevents the adoption of Edge intelligence. On
the other hand, the ever-increasing availability of programmable
smart devices in everyday environments is giving rise to computing scenarios that involve collaboration between multiple devices.
Examples of such scenarios range from resource sharing (e.g.,
mobile device crowds for sensing and computing) to scenarios
requiring active collaboration between multiple devices (e.g.,
opportunistic device-to-device networks). The theme of the panel
is to overview how multi-device collaborative systems can be
exploited to enable Edge intelligence for end applications. In
particular, the panel is interested on discussing the exploitation
of computational resources of smart devices for executing distributed AI-based applications, as well as, the self-organization
of smart devices to enable federated learning architectures that
can train machine and deep learning models incrementally.
Index Terms—Edge Intelligence, Federated learning, Deep and
machine learning, Artificial Intelligence, Pervasive computing,
Device-to-Device collaboration, Opportunistic crowd, Contextawareness, Mobile devices, Mobile crowds, Multi-Device sensing,
Multi-Device computing
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